March 24, 2015

Dockets Management System
U.S. Department of Transportation
Dockets Operations, M-30, Ground Floor, Room W12-140
1200 New Jersey Avenue SE
Washington, DC 20590-0001

Re: Comment of Public.Resource.Org and Greenpeace USA on NPRM,
Docket Number PHMSA-2013-0225 (HM-218H)

Dear Sir or Madam:

Greenpeace USA (“Greenpeace”) and Public.Resource.Org (“Public Resource”) submit this comment to object to one aspect of the proposed Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) regulation: It proposes to incorporate by reference two public safety standards—one for railroad tank cars and one for mobile acetylene trailer systems—that are not reasonably available to people affected by the rule, as required by law.

Public Resource and Greenpeace are not commenting on the substantive merits of the proposed rule. Instead, we ask PHMSA to recognize that it has acted illegally and arbitrarily at this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) stage in not making these two standards—which are integral parts of the rule—available to our organizations and other members of the public without having to pay for them. This unwarranted action by PHMSA places an unreasonable burden on members of the public who wish to review the entire rule in order to fully understand it and to make appropriate comments.

A final rule that incorporated the two standards without making them freely available would be equally invalid. The new regulation would make these standards part of the law, yet PHMSA proposes to exclude the texts of these standards—one of them a mere 10 pages—from the text of the regulation. Nor does PHMSA propose to link the online version of the regulation to websites offering free and unrestricted access to the standards or to encourage those websites to develop such free and unrestricted access. Instead, PHMSA opines that any interested persons already own the standards or should go purchase them.

In sum, PHMSA has invited the public to comment on a law, and proposed that citizens be compelled to obey a law, that many cannot reasonably afford to read.

This failure to make the two public safety standards, proposed to be part of the rule, reasonably available denies people basic access to their own laws, the laws they are both bound to obey and dependent upon for protection from serious dangers. In so doing, the proposed rule violates the Freedom of Information Act, the Due Process Clause of the Constitution, and the fundamental principle of responsive governments worldwide for millennia—that people are entitled to read and speak the laws that govern them, with no restrictions.

Because it is illegal and arbitrary to publish this proposed rule without making incorporated standards freely available, PHMSA should re-publish the proposed rule with the two incorporated standards available online for free without restrictions on use and re-open the comment period. As to any final rule, PHMSA may not lawfully incorporate these two standards into its regulation until and unless they are written directly into the rule, or else permanently available to the public on a website without charge and without any restriction whatsoever on use.

1. The Proposed Incorporation by Reference

In the NPRM, PHMSA proposes to incorporate by reference into the rule two standards:


The purpose of incorporating the AAR standard, according to PHMSA in the NPRM, is to effect an update from the incorporation of a previously incorporated version of the standard and thus to provide “increased safety through compliance with revised tank car standards.”

Incorporating the CGA standard, according to NPRM, “will mitigate acetylene release and enhance environmental protection during overturn incidents and unloading.”

In other words, the incorporation of each standard is aimed at improving public safety by mandating compliance with important safety rules. But if compliance with the standard is to be maximized, then people need ready access to the standard. Unfortunately, the proposed rule fails to make the standard reasonably available.
2. Availability of the Standards

The texts of the two standards that PHMSA proposes to incorporate into the rule are not included in the rule itself, nor has PHMSA placed either standard online, nor has the AAR or CGA made its standard available for free public access online. Instead, in the NPRM, PHMSA suggests that interested persons may access these proposed new provisions of federal law by paying the charges demanded by the relevant standards organization. PHMSA states that the AAR and CGA standards “are available for interested parties to purchase in either print or electronic versions through the parent organization Web sites.”

PHMSA then offers its opinion that the only people actually “affected” by the law have previously obtained a copy of the AAR standard: “We anticipate that affected entities already have access to the AAR Specifications for Tank Cars we are proposing to incorporate.” As to others who might, for whatever reason, want to know the law in this area, such as to assess whether its safety precautions are adequate, PHMSA states, “Other interested parties may purchase these standards from the AAR for $390.00.” AAR offers the standard for $390 whether in print, CD, or PDF.2

As to the CGA standard, PHMSA states, “Interested parties may purchase a copy of this standard from the CGA starting at $37.00.” In fact, as of this date, the CGA website offers both the print and PDF version of the 10-page standard for $41.3

3. The Interests of Commenters

Public Resource, a non-profit organization, would be one of the many entities adversely and unlawfully disadvantaged if PHMSA issues a final rule that incorporates standards without providing a means for people to obtain and use those standards without charge and without restriction. Public Resource’s mission is to improve public access to government records and the law. The issuance by PHMSA of a regulation incorporating by reference standards that are only available to those who pay a fee is the kind of government action that Public Resource works to prevent.4

---


More generally, such a rule would make it less likely that affected people who need access to the law—first responders, businesses, workers, oversight bodies, community leaders, journalists, and others—would have access to the law, as discussed below.

One such entity is Greenpeace USA, a non-profit organization that is the United States affiliate of Greenpeace. Greenpeace is the leading independent campaigning organization that uses peaceful protest and creative communication to expose global environmental problems and to promote solutions that are essential to a green and peaceful future. Among other work, Greenpeace campaigns to protect people and ecosystems from the dangers of toxic chemical exposure, particularly those working at chemical facilities and communities living near these dangerous facilities. Greenpeace monitors industry’s actions on the ground, keeps the public informed about risks, performs direct interventions at pollution sites, and advocates for major changes in legislation, agency rules, and corporate policy.

Greenpeace USA has about 250,000 members spread all across the country. Many of these members live, work, and travel at or near locations where oil-carrying railroad tank cars and mobile acetylene trailer systems operate. Greenpeace has a strong interest in ensuring that the new regulation adequately protects its members, and the general public. Greenpeace cannot do so without reasonable access to the entire proposed regulation, including incorporated standards, at the NPRM stage, so that it may offer comments that cover these aspects of the rule. And Greenpeace cannot protect its members once the rule is finalized without ongoing access to the incorporated standards, so that the organization can continue evaluating the rule in light of changing conditions.

4. Affected Parties and the Public Interest

The NPRM implies that only a small group of insiders—who “already have access to the AAR Specifications”—are actually “affected” by the regulation. This is a narrow, inaccurate, and inappropriate analysis. In fact, hazardous materials rules are of broad concern to a wide range of organizations and individuals—not just to big players in the chemical and transport industries who can readily afford to purchase all the applicable standards incorporated into PHMSA law.

The proposed provisions of law, to be implemented through the incorporation by reference of the two standards, govern the safety, respectively, of railroad tank cars that carry hazardous materials and of Mobile Acetylene Trailer Systems, vehicles that carry cylinders filled with acetylene gas.

A wide range of individuals and entities may need to know the law as to both railroad tank cars and Mobile Acetylene Trailer Systems, including standards incorporated by reference. Small businesses and their workers may participate in or interact with these industries and with the hazards they may present. Government agencies, from the federal to the local level, may have responsibility for oversight and for acting as critical first responders in the event of an emergency. Media may need to read and understand the law to fairly and accurately report on issues affecting the safety of the community. Policy and advocacy organizations, including those representing people
in communities or workplaces affected by the transport of hazardous materials, need ready access to the law to do their work. People, like Greenpeace members, want to know how the law affects hazards that could harm them.

These standards are not only for the use and benefit of a small group. While not everyone has the training and experience to readily evaluate or monitor compliance with the two standards incorporated in the proposed regulation, many people do, and interested advocacy and media outlets, among others, may seek out employees, volunteers, consultants and others who have such capacity to advise them.

While PHMSA’s NPRM implies that safety rules governing Mobile Acetylene Trailer Systems and railroad tank cars that carry hazardous materials are of interest only to a select few, the evidence from the public record is otherwise.

*With respect to railroad tank cars and the AAR standard:* As the number of trains carrying crude oil has increased more than 40-fold over five years\(^5\), so have the clear dangers. Public attention on this issue is particularly high right now, triggered by the rail disaster that occurred in Lac Megantic, Quebec, in July 2013; 47 people died when a freight train hauling crude oil derailed and multiple tank cars exploded. In just the past few weeks, trains carrying crude oil have crashed in West Virginia, Illinois, and twice in Ontario, Canada, sending flames into the sky, forcing people nearby to evacuate, and causing serious environmental harm.\(^6\) Just last month, Members of Congress expressed frustration and outrage over PHMSA delays in issuing new rules for oil tank cars.\(^7\)

The *Los Angeles Times* recently reported that Jim Hall, former chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board “believes the government has misjudged the risk posed by the growing number of crude-oil trains. ‘We have never had a situation equivalent to 100 tank cars end to end traveling through local communities,’ Hall said. ‘This is probably the most pressing safety issue in the country. The industry has turned a deaf ear.’”\(^8\)

Yet at this moment when railroad tank car safety is very much a matter of public debate, PHMSA appears to be acting as if the details of these issues can comfortably be left in the hands of those who already have purchased the $390 manual, along with other relevant standards incorporated into law, or can easily afford to purchase such standards.


\(^8\) Vartabedian, id.
With respect to Mobile Acetylene Trailer Systems and the CGA standard: Accidents in recent years involving Mobile Acetylene Trailer Systems overturning on highways or exploding while being unloaded have caused significant damage and led to widespread public concern. According to a 2009 report by the National Transportation Safety Board9:

Two of the accidents occurred as the vehicles overturned on public highways, and two of the accidents occurred while the vehicles were being prepared for unloading. In the two overturn accidents, cylinders were ejected from the trailers and damaged, releasing acetylene, which ignited. In one unloading accident, the fire on the initial trailer spread to cylinders on an adjacent trailer; in the other, the fire also spread to nearby buildings and vehicles. The failures of the cylinders on these trailers and the resultant damage raised concerns about the accident protection provided by these vehicles, the adequacy of the minimum safety standards and procedures applicable to unloading these vehicles, and the adequacy of fire suppression systems at loading and unloading facilities.

In that report, the NTSB made specific recommendations to the Compressed Gas Association to modify its standard G-1.6, the same standard that PHMSA now proposes to incorporate by reference, “to require automated water deluge systems at all mobile acetylene trailer loading and unloading locations to control the spread of fire to other cylinders on a trailer and to nearby mobile acetylene trailers.” While the public has free access to this NTSB report and recommendation, it cannot see the CGA G-1.6 standard, and understand the context, without paying for it. Now PHMSA proposes that this same standard become law, and yet believes it makes sense that the public still not have access to the standard without paying for it.

Public concern about pipeline safety and hazardous materials has been heightened by other tragic, multiple-fatality incidents including the 2010 Deepwater Horizon Gulf oil spill and the 2010 San Bruno, California, natural gas pipeline explosion. The importance of public access to standards incorporated by reference becomes more stark when considering such real-life, high-stakes matters.

In the wake of the Deepwater Horizon spill in the Gulf of Mexico, with the oil production industry under heavy scrutiny by government, the media, and the public, the American Petroleum Institute eventually posted on its website many of its safety standards, including all of the standards that had been incorporated by reference into federal law.10 Until that decision by the API, as the Deepwater Horizon poured oil into the Gulf for five months, and in the weeks after, it had been difficult for citizens to evaluate the adequacy of federal regulations, because key components of those regulations were hidden behind pay walls.


Similarly, when a natural gas pipeline in San Bruno, California, exploded that same year, “the House of Representatives considered whether relevant pipeline safety standards should have been more freely accessible to first responders.” Should those standards, in a life-threatening emergency situation and beyond, have been readily available to first responders? Of course.

When matters get serious, our society has had to get serious, and allow the law to be readily available for key actors and for the public to review.

The status quo approach undermines public safety. First responders, government agencies, workers, companies, and others should have the easiest access possible to these standards so that they may understand their legal obligations, be prepared to react effectively in an emergency, and discuss and debate means for improving safety laws. But not all affected entities can afford to pay the steep prices for all the standards incorporated into proposed and final PHMSA safety standards.

In this regard, we are in strong agreement with a 2012 comment to PHMSA as it considered the implementation of section 24 of the Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty and Job Creation Act of 2011. That comment was offered jointly by the Western Organization of Resource Councils (WORC), a regional network of seven grassroots community organizations with 10,000 members and 38 local chapters, and Dakota Rural Action, a grassroots family agriculture and conservation group:

Representing the public interest, we strive to create a more fair and open government. Secret laws, or a government that only allows access to laws by a segment of the public able to pay for it, goes in direct opposition to the values of a participatory democracy...

As of June 2010 there were 85 standards referenced in 46 CFR 192, 193, 195. For a citizen to have access to these referenced standards they would have to pay private organizations upwards of $2,000. These associated costs are an insurmountable burden for an average citizen, making it practically impossible for the public to knowledgeable comment in a rulemaking proceeding, or to propose changes to regulations that already incorporate referenced standards.

5. Law Governing the Availability of Standards Incorporated by Reference

The fundamental law of the United States requires that the government make standards that are incorporated by reference into federal regulations widely available to the public, without charge, and that such standards be deemed in the public domain rather than subject to copyright restrictions. Citizens have the right, without limitation, to read, speak, and disseminate the laws that we are required to obey, including laws that are critical to public safety and commerce. Open, effective, and efficient government and robust democracy require such free availability of standards incorporated by reference.

11 ACUS report at 26.

A. The Freedom of Information Act and Regulations Governing Incorporation by Reference Compel PHMSA To Make These Incorporated Standards Freely Available

The Freedom of the Information Act allows the Director of the Federal Register to deem as effectively published in the Federal Register material that is incorporated by reference into a regulation, but only if such material is “reasonably available to the class of persons affected thereby.” 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1). Title 51 of 1 CFR implements this provision. The Director of the Federal Register is charged with approving each instance of incorporation by reference requested by federal agencies. In carrying out this responsibility, the Director “will assume in carrying out the responsibilities for incorporation by reference that incorporation by reference... is intended to benefit both the Federal Government and the members of the class affected...” 1 CFR § 51.1(c)(1). In order to be eligible for incorporation for a reference, a publication must meet standards including that the publication "does not detract from the usefulness of the Federal Register publication system" and "is reasonably available to and usable by the class of persons affected." 1 CFR § 51.7(a) (2)(ii) and (a)(3).

The advent of the Internet has fundamentally transformed what it means for material to be reasonably available. The Internet has brought the possibility that all standards incorporated into federal law can be instantly available online, linked directly to the relevant provisions of the CFR.

Before the Internet, it was impractical to offer within the pages of the Federal Register and Code of Federal Regulations the often voluminous standards incorporated by reference into agency rules; the regulations, at 1 CFR § 51.7(a)(3) specifically note that material is eligible for incorporation by reference if it “[s]ubstantially reduces the volume of material published in the Federal Register.

The widespread availability of the Internet, along with technologies like high-speed scanners and large-capacity hard drives, eliminates any argument that incorporation of standards through simple reference—as opposed to publishing the full text of the standard with the regulations—is needed to save space or trees.

Indeed, the Internet era provides a tremendous opportunity for government to inform its citizens in a broad and rapidly updated manner about the legal standards that must be met in carrying out daily activities. It also allows for companies, non-profits, and citizens to utilize and organize this information to enhance compliance, better understand the provisions of law, improve public safety, increase economic efficiency and opportunity, and highlight opportunities for effective reform.

Another strong advantage of widespread public availability of standards incorporated by reference would be to highlight the need for government to replace old, outdated standards with new ones. Public Resource has conducted an extensive examination of the Code of Federal Regulations with specific focus on incorporations by reference, coupled with an extensive examination of the Standards Incorporated by Reference (“SIBR”) database maintained by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology. Many standards incorporated by reference into the CFR have been superseded by new standards from the SDOs. Greater public access to standards incorporated by reference into federal regulations might alert policy and industry communities to the fact that federal rules are too often connected to outdated private standards and are in need of updating to improve public safety.

Among the findings of Public Resource’s review is that many of the standards incorporated by reference into federal law are simply unavailable for purchase. For example, the NIST SIBR database has 96 entries for standards created by the Compressed Gas Association covering topics such as the Standards for Safety Release Devices, for Visual Inspection of Cylinders and the Safe Handling of Compressed Gases. CGA has an explicit policy of not making any historical standards available for purchase, either on their site or through their two designated retail outlets, Thomson Reuters Techstreet and the IHS Standards Store. It is thus impossible to buy some of the CGA standards required by law and very few, if any, public libraries have the documents in question.

Today, the only thing impeding the broader availability to the public of standards incorporated by reference is the belief of some SDOs that they have the right to bar the public from reading and speaking these provisions of law, because they fear that broader public access will reduce their volume of sales of such standards.

Standards incorporated into current PHMSA regulations can run $1000 or more to purchase a copy. Prices like that make the standards unavailable for the vast majority of Americans, perverting the fundamental principles of notification and an informed citizenry, and violating FOIA’s mandate that incorporated standards be reasonably available.

Given all these factors, PHMSA should determine that the mandates of FOIA and the public interest require that the standards it incorporates by reference into its final rule be written directly into the rule or else available on a public website without charge, and without limitation of use.

That would include PHMSA making clear that its obligations would not be satisfied by the relevant SDO posting its standard with the kind of restrictions that some SDOs have imposed as they have, in recent years and months, posted some standards on their own websites—forcing persons wishing to read the standards to register, prohibiting copying, or printing, or bookmarking, curtailing search capacity, or otherwise limiting the capacity of all persons to read, speak, and use standards that have become binding law.

Presented with a petition by legal scholars, along with Carl Malamud of Public Resource, making the argument for free online access, the Office of the Federal Register recently addressed and modified its regulations governing incorporation by

reference in a final rule ("the OFR rule") issued on November 7, 2014, and effective January 6, 2015. \(^{14}\) We believe that language in the preamble to this OFR rule inappropriately elevates copyright assertions of the SDOs over the mandates of FOIA. But the OFR rule, which became effective on January 6, 2015, does not in any respect bar PHMSA (or any other agency) from making its own judgments as to its legal and public obligations regarding standards incorporated by reference and taking appropriate steps in this rulemaking to ensure that the law, including standards incorporated in the instant rule, is freely available to all.

OFR refused to grant the petition’s central request—that it hold that material incorporated by reference in the Code of Federal Regulations be available online and free of charge. But OFR gave as its reason its view that OFR itself lacked the power to issue such a broad rule for all federal agencies: “petitioners’ proposed changes to our regulations go beyond our statutory authority.” OFR explained: “we are a procedural agency. We do not have the subject matter expertise (technical or legal) to tell another agency how they can best reach a rulemaking decision.”

Later in the preamble to its final rule, OFR indicated that agencies do have the discretion to make the text of standards incorporated by reference available free of charge:

\[\text{One commenter stated that since it is the text of standards that must be available (citing Veeck for the proposition that the law is not subject to copyright law), agencies should copy the text of IBR’d standards and place the text online. In a footnote, the commenter suggested that OFR require agencies to place the text of their “regulatory obligations” in their online dockets. This way the “text of the legal obligation and not the standard as such” is available online for free. [footnote omitted]}\]

\[\text{We leave it to the agencies to determine if they should follow this commenter’s suggestion.}\]

The OFR preamble, therefore, confirms what should be obvious: that specific agencies may make their own choices about reasonable availability, including placing incorporated standards online. PHMSA should act here to do just that.\footnote{We note that PHMSA's NPRM is contrary to law for the additional reason that it fails to meet new specific requirements imposed on agencies by the new OFR rule.}

\footnote{We note that PHMSA's NPRM is contrary to law for the additional reason that it fails to meet new specific requirements imposed on agencies by the new OFR rule.}

The OFR rule, effective January 6, 2015, requires agencies to:

1. Discuss, in the preamble of the proposed rule, the ways that the materials it proposes to incorporate by reference are reasonably available to interested parties or how it worked to make those materials reasonably available to interested parties; and summarize, in the preamble of the proposed rule, the material it proposes to incorporate by reference. 1 CFR § 51.5(a).

2. The OFR rule imposes similar requirements with respect to the final rule. 1 CFR § 51.5(b).

The NPRM states:

\textit{The American Association of Railroads (AAR) Manual of Standards and Recommended Practices, Section C-III, Specifications for Tank Cars, Specification M-1002 and the Compressed Gas Association (CGA) pamphlet G-1.6, Standard for Mobile Acetylene Trailer Systems, Seventh Edition (G-1.6, 2011) are available for interested parties to purchase in either print or electronic versions through the parent organization Web sites. The price charged for these standards to interested parties helps to cover the cost of developing, maintaining, hosting, and accessing these standards. The specific standards are discussed in greater detail in the following analysis.}

This analysis does not specifically indicate how the standards “are reasonably available” simply by mentioning that the standards can be purchased, especially since the purchase price of one of the two standards is $390. Nor does the NPRM discuss the actions that PHMSA took to ensure that the two incorporated standards are reasonably available to interested parties.

Nor does the NPRM provide any significant summary of the contents of the standards it proposes to incorporate, as the new OFR rule requires.

Although compliance with these new provisions would not be sufficient to correct the fundamental flaw in PHMSA’s decision-making here—the failure to make its regulations reasonably available—the lack of compliance is further evidence of the agency’s disregard of its duties.

Similarly, the NPRM’s failure to provide access to the text of the incorporated standard violates the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act that require agencies to give people an opportunity to comment on a proposed rule making. The APA requires that an NPRM include “either the terms or substance of the proposed rule or a description of the subjects or issues involved.” 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(3). The bare-bones discussions of the two standards to be incorporated by reference into the instant rule do not meet this agency obligation.
B. The Constitution and Judicial Decisions of the United States Compel PHMSA To Make These Incorporated Standards Freely Available

As discussed in greater detail in Public Resource’s comment in OMB Request for Information 2012–7602, the U.S. Supreme Court in *Wheaton v. Peters*, 33 U.S. 591 (1834), and *Banks v. Manchester*, 128 U.S. 244 (1888), held that the law “is in the public domain and thus not amenable to copyright.” *Veeck v. Southern Bldg. Code Congress International, Inc.*, 293 F.3d 791, 796 (5th Cir. 2002) (en banc), cert. denied, 539 U.S. 969 (2003). *Wheaton*, *Banks*, and the en banc decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in *Veeck* all concerned comparable fact patterns: One private party was trying to stop another private party from publishing material that was part of the law. In none of those three cases was anyone trying to prevent the first party from selling copies of such material, and we do not question the right of SDOs to sell standards incorporated by reference into law. Rather, we believe, as the courts concluded in those cases, that once material has become law, then other parties have the right to read it and to speak it, without limitation—and that that proposition clearly applies to standards incorporated by reference into federal law, notwithstanding assertions of copyright by SDOs.

The principle that the law must be public and available to citizens to read and speak has its roots in the concept of the rule of law itself, as well as central provisions of our Constitution. See generally Thomas Henry Bingham, *The Rule of Law*, 37–38 (Penguin Press 2011) (“The law must be accessible . . . the successful conduct of trade, investment and business generally is promoted by a body of accessible legal rules governing commercial rights and obligations.”); Brian Z. Tamanaha, *On the Rule of Law: History, Politics, Theory* 34 (Cambridge Univ. Press, 2004) (“Citizens are subject only to the law, not to the arbitrary will or judgment of another who wields coercive government power. This entails that the laws be declared publicly in clear terms in advance.”). That is why, going back to ancient times, societies that replaced the rule of tyrants with the rule of law prominently displayed the laws in public places for all to see. See, e.g., Robert C. Byrd, *The Senate of the Roman Republic: Addresses on the History of Roman Constitutionalism* 33, 128, 135 (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1995).

As this history suggests, open access to the law is essential to a free society. Citizens are expected to obey the law, but they cannot do so effectively if they do not know it. Further, the First Amendment right to freedom of speech is imperiled if citizens are barred from freely communicating the provisions of the law to each other. Cf. *Nieman v. VersusLaw, Inc.*, No. 12-2810, at *2 (7th Cir. Mar. 19, 2013) (“The First Amendment privileges the publication of facts contained in lawfully obtained judicial records, even if reasonable people would want them concealed.”). By the same token, equal protection of the laws and due process are jeopardized if some citizens can afford to purchase access to the laws that all of us are bound to obey (with potential criminal penalties for non-compliance), but others cannot. Cf. *Harper v. Va. State Bd. of Elections*, 383 U.S. 663, 666 (1966) (a state violates the Equal Protection Clause “whenever it makes the affluence of the voter or payment of any fee an electoral

---

standard”); see also Magna Carta 1297 c. 9 (cl. 29) (“We will sell to no man, we will not deny or defer to any man either Justice or Right.”).

Consistent with these fundamental principles, it is unlawful and unreasonable for PHMSA to make these two standards part of binding United States law without providing a means for citizens to access them without cost or restriction.

6. Granting Citizens Access to Their Own Laws Will Not End the Creation of Public Safety Standards

Opposition to allowing citizens to freely read and speak the public safety standards that are incorporated into law seems to rest on the premise that allowing such access will end the standards-creation process and thereby imperil safety. The argument advanced is that if the government required that all materials incorporated by reference be available for free, then SDOs would react not by making their standards truly available to the public online but rather by ending or curtailing their work to create standards and/or by resisting government efforts to incorporate their standards into law.

Those assumptions of fact and law have been soundly refuted.

The en banc U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in Veeck specifically addressed the policy and empirical issues regarding what might happen if courts, as that court did, expressly upheld the right of a citizen to communicate the law, in that case the right of a citizen to post the building code of his town, derived from a model code published by SBCCI, on the Internet. Rather than assume that the entire system of private standard-setting might collapse, the Fifth Circuit examined the arguments and determined that allowing citizens to speak their own laws would not end this beneficial system:

Many of SBCCI’s and the dissent’s arguments center on the plea that without full copyright protection for model codes, despite their enactment as the law in hundreds or thousands of jurisdictions, SBCCI will lack the revenue to continue its public service of code drafting. Thus SBCCI needs copyright’s economic incentives.

Several responses exist to this contention. First, SBCCI, like other code-writing organizations, has survived and grown over 60 years, yet no court has previously awarded copyright protection for the copying of an enacted building code under circumstances like these. Second, the success of voluntary code-writing groups is attributable to the technological complexity of modern life, which impels government entities to standardize their regulations. The entities would have to promulgate standards even if SBCCI did not exist, but the most fruitful approach for the public entities and the potentially regulated industries lies in mutual cooperation. The self-interest of the builders, engineers, designers and other relevant tradesmen should also not be overlooked in the calculus promoting uniform codes. As one commentator explained,
...it is difficult to imagine an area of creative endeavor in which the copyright incentive is needed less. Trade organizations have powerful reasons stemming from industry standardization, quality control, and self-regulation to produce these model codes; it is unlikely that, without copyright, they will cease producing them.

1 Goldstein § 2.5.2, at 2:51.

Third, to enhance the market value of its model codes, SBCCI could easily publish them as do the compilers of statutes and judicial opinions, with “value-added” in the form of commentary, questions and answers, lists of adopting jurisdictions and other information valuable to a reader. The organization could also charge fees for the massive amount of interpretive information about the codes that it doles out. In short, we are unpersuaded that the removal of copyright protection from model codes only when and to the extent they are enacted into law disserves “the Progress of Science and useful Arts.” U.S. Const. art. I. § 8, cl. 8.

293 F.3d at 806 (footnotes omitted).

These conclusions expressed by the court in Veeck are even more powerful today. Notwithstanding the issuance of the Veeck decision itself, and the U.S. Supreme Court’s denial of review after being informed by the Justice Department that “[t]he court of appeals reached the correct result,”17 SDOs have continued to create and issue standards for another decade. SDOs also have continued to press federal and state authorities to incorporate their standards into law.18

Given these factors, we strongly believe that, if PHMSA and other agencies required that only standards made available without restriction be eligible for IBR, then (1) SDOs would continue to promulgate standards and urge their incorporation into law; (2) SDOs, government, and various private entities would make standards incorporated by reference available to the public without restriction, and the courts would uphold any challenges to such action, allowing PHMSA and other agencies to be confident that standards it was considering for IBR approval would indeed be publicly available.


Conclusion

Public Resource, Greenpeace, and a wide range of other parties are affected by the proposed rule and the incorporation by reference of the applicable standards. Many such parties cannot reasonably afford to purchase all the relevant standards incorporated by reference in these areas. In our society, based on the rule of law, all citizens must have ready access to their own laws. Public safety will be greatly improved if these two standards are made available to the public without charge.

Because it is illegal and arbitrary to publish the proposed rule without making the two incorporated standards freely available, PHMSA should re-publish the proposed rule with the two standards available freely online, and PHMSA should re-open the comment period. PHMSA should not incorporate these two standards into any final rule until and unless they are written directly into the rule, or else permanently available to the public on a website without charge and without any restriction on use.

Sincerely yours,

David Halperin
Of Counsel
Public.Resource.Org

Rick Hind
Legislative Director, Toxics Campaign
Greenpeace USA
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President and Founder
Public.Resource.Org